Abstract : This paper presents an approach for developing the explanation capabilities of rule-based expert systems managing imprecise and uncertain knowledge. The treatment of uncertainty takes place in the framework of possibility theory where the available information concerning the value of a logical or numerical variable is represented by a possibility distribution which restricts its more or less possible values. We flrst discuss different kinds of queries asking for explanations before focusing on the two following types : i) how, a particular possibility distribution is obtained (emphasizing the main reasons only) ; ii) why in a computed possibility distribution, a particular value has received a possibility degree which is so high, so low or so contrary to the expectation. The approach is based on the exploitation of equations in max-min algebra. This fonnalism includes the limit case of certain and precise infonnation.
-Introduction
If we take apart pioneering works like MYCIN and TEIRESIAS (Shortliffe, 1976; Davis and Lenat, 1982 ; Buchanan and Shortliffe, 1984) or PROSPECTOR (see Reboh, 1983) , most of the works for developing the explanation capabilities of expert systems do not take into account uncertainty. What is proposed in MYCIN is limited to the treatment of two typeS of questions : "how has this conclusion been established ?", and "why has the system tried to establish this fact?". In both cases, answers are directly built by exhibiting an appropriate part of the evaluation tree of the fact to which the question refers. However, there exist various attempts to explain conclusions obtained by probabilistic inference, e.g., in the PATHFINDER system (Horvitz et al., 1986) ; see (Horvitz et al., 1988 pp. 283-286) for a survey. Moreover a new approach has been recently proposed by Strat (1987) , Strat and Lowrance (1988) for the explanation of results obtained in the framework of a Shafer evidence theory-based inference system. Indeed taking into account uncertainty somewhat enriches the variety of questions which are worth considering and creates further problems. This is what is explored in the following using possibility theory (Zadeh, 1978 ; Dubois and Prade, 1988) for the modeling of imprecision and uncertainty.
Section 2 gives the necessary background on the possibilistic inference method which is used in expert system shells such as TAIGER (Farr eny et al., 1986) or TOULMED (Buisson et al., 1987) . In Section 3, various kinds of queries asking for explanations are introduced and discussed . Section 4 proposes a unified approach, based on the exploitation of equations in max-min algebra, to the management of i) questions asking for the main facts which lead to a(n) (uncertain) conclusion, ii) explanations of the way of improving the certainty of a conclusion, and iii) e x planations giving conditions which should be satisfied in order to have a particular conclusion, different from the real one. This extends the distinction between positive and negative explanations (Roussel and Safar, 1987) . In the concluding remarks, the approach is briefly compared to the one developed by Strat and Lowrance.
-Possibilistic inference

-Basjc stens of the inference mocess
In possibility theory the available information about the value of a single-valued attribute a for a given item x, is represented by a p ossibility distribution 1t a(x) • i.e. a mapping from the attribute domain U to [0,1], which restricts the more or less possible values of a(x) ; 1t a( x ) (u) estimates to what extent it is possible that a(x) = u ; 1t a(x) is supposed to be normalized, i.e. SUP u e u 1t a(x) (u) = 1 ; this is satisfied as soon as at least one value in U is considered as completely possible (i.e. possible at the degree I) for a(x). The state of total ignorance about the value of a(x) is represented by 1ta (x) (u) = 1, Vue U. The uncertainty attached to a rule "if p then q" is represented by the possibility distribution (1t(qlp), 1t(-.qlp)) e [0,1]2 on the two element-set {q,-.q) in the context p. The normalization condition writes here max(1t(qlp), 1t(-.qlp)) = 1. We may also have a similar information in the context -""� P· Note that 1t(qlp) = 1 and 1t(-,qlp) = 0 means that q is certainly true in the context p, while the larger n(-.qlp), the more uncertain q (when 7t(qlp) = 1). We consider rules of the form if P I and .•. and P n then q witb p � PI A ••• A P n · Then the inference proceeds along five distinct steps (Dubois and Prade, 1 988) i) The inference engine estimates to what extent it is possible that the elementary condition P i is satisfied (let n(pi) denote this possibility) and to what extent it is possible that !be condition is not satisfied (n(-,p i )), taking into account the available information in the factual basis ; n(pj) and n(--.p i ) are obtained through a fuzzy pattern matching technique
where J.I.P i and nP i are the normalized membership functions of the subsets (may be fuzzy) of U, which respectively represent the condition P i and the corresponding available information (i.e. nP i is the possibility distribution restric ting the more or less possible values of the attribute concerned by Pi for the considered item). When P i is a non-vague property, thus represented by a non-fuzzy subset Pj. we have max(n(p1), n(-.pj)) = 1.
ii) These possibility degrees are aggregated (in accordance to possibility theory) in order to estimate to what extent it is possible that the whole condition p holds (n(p)), or does not hold (n(--.p)). It is assumed that the elementary conditions are logically independent Then we have and
In case the elementary conditions are not equall y important in order to detach the conclusion, formulas ( 2 ) are generalized by
where the weights of importance W i satisfy the normalization condition max i =l, n Wj = 1. In case of a disjunction (rather than a conjunction) of elementar y conditions, we have to change min into max, max into min, and W i into 1 -w i in (2) and (3).
iii ) The possibility degrees 7t(q) and 7t(� tha � the conclusion is true, respectively false ts obtamed via a matrix product
where the maximum operation plays the role of the sum and the min operation the role of the product (i.e. for instance n(q) = max(min(7t(qlp), n(p)), min (7t(ql -.p), n(-.p))) ). This matrix
. product preserves the normalization condition.
iv) Let J.IQ be the membership function which represents the restriction expressed by q, i.e. q � " b (y) is Q" where b denotes the attribute underlying q and y is the considered item (we have 7tb (y) = IJQ)· Then the uncertainty, modelled by (:n:(q), 7t(--.q)) which pervades the conclusion, induces the new possibility distribution ltJ> ( y) "' 7t b (y ) *=min{max( IJQ .lt( -.q)).max(J.L.,Q.n{q))) (5)
is uncertain (n(-.q) > 0 and 7t(q) = 1). then the values outside Q are possible at the degree n(-.q).
When 1-LQ is the membership function of an ordinary (i.e. non-fuzzy) subset, (5) can be equivalently written ltJ>(y) *=max{ minUJ.Q,n( q) ),min(i.L,Q,1t( --.q))) ( 6) this latrer expres sion is more convenient for performing the conjunctive combination in step v). v) Several rules may conclude on the value of the same attribute b, then the different possibility distributions 1t b (y) * obtained at step iv) have to be combined ; for instance in case of two possibility distributions 7t b (y) * 1 and 1tb (y) *2• using (6) and applying distributivity we gee
This combination is clearly associative and symmetrical, and thus can be iterated. The ex � sion (7) is easy to interpret since it is a weighted umon of mutually disjoint subsets Ql n Qz, Q1 n --.Qz.
-.Ql n Q z and -.Q l ,..., -.Q 2 which cover the attnbute domain. minO.JQ·,1t(-,qlp)),1t(-.q1p )),1t(-,p)] when 1t{p) =
.
It indicates that several rules with the same condition part and more or less precise and uncertain (but not vague) conclusions bearing on the same attribute (the more precise the conclusion, the more uncertain), are equivalent to one rule with a vague conclusion represented by a fuzzy set· (with a stair-like membership function). Thus a rule with a fuzzy conclusion can be always approximated by a collection of rules with uncertain (but non-fuzzy} conclusions.
-Example
Let us illustrate this approach on the following simple example where we have four rules, which, in a very sketchy and incomplete way, conclude on profess ions which can be recommended to people Figure 1 indicates that it is not sure at all that Peter truly likes meeting people even if he has some propensity for that, i.e. 1t{Peter does not like meeting people) = 0.5. Applying the five steps of the inference procedure to this example yields the possibility distribution given in Figure 2 . Note the introduction of "others" in the profession domain. It corresponds to the following understanding of the rules : professions which are not explicitly recommended (including "others") will be only possible to the extent to whi ch the rule does not apply or has exceptions. The resulting possibility distribution may then be unnormalized for some preference profiles. A way to guarantee its normalization is to consider that "others" is implicitly among the recommended professions in any case (i.e. only professions explicitly considered by the expen can be (somewhat) excluded).
• Various kinds of queries asking for expl a nat io ns
We have seen that a conclusion obtained by the inference system is represented under the form of a possibility distribution. Then the following questions 
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is so low) ? Then the problem is to point out the key facts which determine the considered possibility degrees. More generally, one may ask why a particular possibility distribution has not bee n derived in place of the obtained one. We shall see in section 4 that this leads to the resolution of relational equations in max-min algebra.
d) Why the obtained conclusion is so uncertain and imprecise (i.e. all the values in the domain have a possibility degree equal or close). This may be due to i) the uncenainty and imprecision pervading the available information ; ii) to the existence of a conflict between partial conclusions which makes impossible the emergence of some value(s} ; iii) to the limitations of the inference system (e.g. many rule-based inference systems are not able to conclude "s or t" from "if p then s", "if q then t" and "p or q" ; for avoiding this limitation, the system has to be able to combine the rules themselves rather than the obtained conclusions). Note also that the research of way to improve a too uncenain or imprecise conclusion may oblige the system to not limit the investigation to the evaluation tree of the conclusion. For instance if we have two rules, one "if p then r" which is quite uncertain and another one "if q then r" which is not pervaded with uncenainty, but which was not fired due to the lack of information about q, the way to improve the conclusion is to obtain information about q. 0 Why did the system try to evaluate a particular fact ? This is the counterpan of the MYCIN question "why", which can be dealt with in a similar way.
-Presentation or the proposed approach
In this section we _focus our attention on the relationship between facts and obtained conclusions. We are more particularly interested in the treatment of questions of type b, c, d, e considered in the preceding section. One sequence of steps i, ii, iii, iv, v (presented in section 2) constitutes an inference layer.
In the course of a reasoning this process is iterated. In the following we consider the production of explanations for a given inference layer. Clearly more complex explanations can be built by iteration. In our example, E 1 n E2 = 0 et E3 � E 1 u E2. This induces the partition E 1 n --.E3 = {business man, lawyer, doctor). E 1 n E3 = (professor}, E2 n E3 = {researcher). E2 n -.E3 = {engineeer, architect}, -.E 1 n -,E2 = (others} . It yields where A. 1 (resp. PI) is the possibility that the person likes (resp. does not like) meeting people, A.z (resp. pz) is the possibility that the person is fond of (resp.
is not fond of) creation/invention, A.3 (resp. P3) is the possibility that the person looks for job security and is fond of intellectual speculation (resp. does not look for job security or is not fond of intellectual speculation).
Generally speaking, an equation system, such as S, relates an Input Vector IV representing the compatibility between facts and conditions of rules, an Output Vector OV describing the resulting possibility distribution and a matrix MR. which caracterizes the set of rules. It can be formally written OV = MR • IV. There are two main ways for using this equation for explanation purposes according to what is the unknown, IV or OV.
Considering the equations of system S we can directly read the components of IV which contribute to the expression of a particular component of OV. It should be clear that any value in the domain is a priori completely possible and that partial conclusions may only contribute to make a particular value (more or less) impossible. For instance, equation (a) in the example, expresses that business man, lawyer or doctor are somewhat impossible (however the possibility cannot go below 0.3 in any case) among the recommended professions if it is (quite) certain that the person is fond of creation/invention (P 2 is zero or low), or he/she looks for job security and is fond of intellectual speculation (p 3 is zero or low) ; in fact these two situations lead to other recommended professions. Obviously the expressions (a)-(£) enable the system to perform a straightforward sensitivity analysis of OV in tenns of IV.
Let us suppose that IV is known. For instance in Peter's case P 2 = 1 and P 3 = 0.6. Then equation (a) makes clear (since min(max(l,0.4), max(0.6,0. 3)) = P3 = 0.6) that the conclusion that business man, lawyer or doctor is only possible at the degree 0.6 is mainly due to the fact that it is somewhat certain (at the degree 1 -P3 = 0.4) that the person looks for job security and is fond of intellectual speculation. Thus it is possible to point out the state of facts which determines any particular possibility degree.
Let us suppose now that OV is fixed (and IV unknown) . For instance looking at Peter's case, we are astonished that his degree of possibility for having the researcher profession recommended is so low (0.2), and we ask for what would make it possible (at least) at the degree 0.8. The equation ('f) which makes obvious that the possibility degree may take any value between 0.2 and I, leads to the condition P1 :2: 0.8 and "-2 � 0.8 ; i.e. it should be possible at least at the degree 0.8 that the person does not like meeting people (otherwise other professions would be recommended according to rule Rl) and it should be possible at least at the degree 0.8 that the person is fond of creation/invention (since it is a somewhat necessary condition for being researcher according to R ' 2 ). Note that any pair (p 1 .A.2) E [0.8,1] 2 guarantees the required degree of possibility. We see that the information conveyed by the equations of system (S), here the equation (0), is not trivial in the sense that it encompasses the effect of several rules.
More generally, the possibility that a particular OV is obtainable can be discussed by solving the equation OV :::: MR.
• IV. This can be easily done using results on fuzzy relation equations (see Sanchez (1977) We have only discussed the system of equations relating the compatibility of facts with conditions of rules and the possibility distribution representing the conclusion, for the sake of brevity. Two other families of max-min or min-max equations can be exploited in an explanation process, namely the expressions of the compatibility of an elementary condition of a rule with available information (given by equations (1)), and the expressions of the global compatibilities in terms of elementary ones (taking into account the level of importance of elementary conditions if they are unequal) in case of compound conditions (see equation ( 3 )). We have presented the explanation process for one layer of inference only, for the sake of brevity. We believe that we have often to remain at this level in order to produce explanations understandable by the user. Obviously we can work across several layers of inference, by iterating the explanation process in cascade. See Farreny and Prade (1989) for details. Alternatively it would be possible to take advantage of the properties of the max-min algebra for producing out the equations relating an input vector and an output vector through several layers of rules.
Remark : In our approach what is computed by the system is a possibility distribution, which can be explained and justified to the user as shown above. However the user may also ask his/her questions in terms of certainty (rather than possibility). For instance, in our example, why it is not more certain that Peter should be professor ? This is equivalent to explain why it is still somewhat possible that he considers other professions, i.e. to explain the other relatively high degrees of possibility.
Concluding remarks
In this paper we use the framework of possibility theory for representing uncertainty and imprecision. It turns out that this framework seems convenient to produce rather sophisticated explanations in a rather manageable way. The approach takes ad vantage of the properties of max-min algebra. It enables us also to identify ea sily in a min (or max) combination what are the component(s) which detennine(s) the value of the result (it contrasts with operations used in other calculus like probabilities : in a product for instance, all the factors "contribute" to the result except is one of them is the neutral element '1 '). In our approach we have chosen to build the explanation in terms of facts, considering that the levels of uncertainty of the rules could not be discussed and also that the expert rules were more or less known by the user. If it is not the case, the equations on which our approach is based can also be exploited for pointing out the role plaid by the uncertainty of rules.
As already said Strat and Lowrance (1987, 1988) have recently developed an approach in the framework of Shafer (1976) 's evidence theory. However in their system GISTER the uncertainty pervades only the facts (since the so-called compatibility relations they allow between universes of discourse are equivalent to imprecise but certain rules). Their system is able to explain the degree of belief of a fact and what are the facts which make not too imprecise or uncertain a conclusion. Their sensitivity analysis is based on the way a conclusion is modified when facts are discounted and makes use of entropy-like measures which respectively estimate the dissonance and the specificity (i.e. precision) of a basic probability assignment representing a fact. Mathematically speaking, possibility measures are particular cases of Shafer's plausibility functions. So, it would be possible to apply Strat and Lowrance's approach in the possibilistic case and to take advantage of specificity measures for characterising the quality of conclusions in a global way (dissonance measures are always zero in possibility theory ; see for a survey of entropy-like measures in possibility and evidence theories). The simplest measure of imprecision (or non-specificity) of a finite fuzzy set F is its scalar cardinality IFI = L.u J.l.F(u). Clearly the smaller the cardinality of a possibility distribution the more precise the result that this distribution represents. However it is perhaps more useful to analyse the local influence of facts on the possibility of a particular output value, rather than
